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1 Introduction
This document provides a summary of the architecture and functionalities of the GrowBot project
website: www.growbot.eu.
The website gathers a complete overview of the project in terms of research activities, consortium,
and expected results. The website works also as a repository of files sharing among the project
partners and an archive of all the events organized by GrowBot consortium. From GrowBot website,
the users have a direct link to the project social channels.

2 GrowBot Identity
2.1 GrowBot Visual Identity (logo)
An early task in the project (M1) was the development of an identity for the project (project branding
or logo).
A specific project logo has been drawn by IIT to promote project identity (Figure 1).
The GrowBot logo consists of a logotype, namely a font-based logo that focuses on project name. IIT
has chosen a simple font to guarantee high readability and avoid any kind of misunderstanding in the
project name. The logo colours are two (green and brown) and have been chosen to remember the
tight relation with the natural world. From “t” letter of “bot” protrudes an appendix that wraps on
the “w” letter of “grow” to highlight the key feature of the topic of the project, namely the ability of
the climbing plant to grow on external structures.
The logo is included in all project promotional material including the factsheet, brochure, website,
social network, technical documents, etc.. A project Brand Guide will be also developed to provide
partners with support and guidance on the use of the project logo and branding.

Figure 1. GrowBot logo. The logo can be downloaded by partners from a private repository on the project
website.

2.1.1 Position of the Logo
As a general rule, the logo must be placed on the top left side in publications, reports, letters and
presentations.

2.1.2 Incorrect Use of the Logo
Partners have been properly advised to not change the shape and proportions of the logo, or the
typography or position of the slogan, as well as the colours of the logo.
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2.2 Brochure
A GrowBot brochure has been drawn by IIT in the first three months of the project and will be
continuously updated over the course of the entire project (Figure 2). The brochure describes the
project, its main objectives, consortium, advisory board, social media channels, expected impact, and
contacts. The main aim of the project brochure is to raise general awareness of the project.

Figure 2. GrowBot brochure. The current version of GrowBot tri-fold brochure. The brochure is public and can
be downloaded from the project website and social media channels.

The brochure is public and available for download from the project website and social media
channels. All partners are strongly encouraged to distribute the brochure through their institutes,
mailing lists, social networks and at the relevant events they attend.
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An electronic copy of the current version of the project brochure was sent to all partners for
distribution (print and/or electronic) to their personal and institution network of contacts. Partners
can translate the brochure into their own language.
The protocol for translation is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The partner contacts IIT asking for a new brochure version.
IIT asks the partner to supply the text into the required language.
The partner translates text into their language.
The partner sends the translated text back to IIT.
IIT provides the partner with the required version of the project brochure.

3 GrowBot website
3.1 Architecture and style
An early task in the project (M1) was the development of the GrowBot website (www.growbot.eu).
The website was developed following the EU Project Websites – Best Practice Guidelines.
In order to make the visitor experience impressive, a deep study and analysis of the website design
were carried out.
The style selected to characterize the website is minimalism, the art of less, a popular modern design
approach based on the complete removal of the all unnecessary elements that can potentially
distract users from the key message.
The features that characterized a minimalist website are:










user-friendly interface;
few colours at once;
font experimentation;
lots of empty space;
no extra button;
no colour transition;
no textures;
no shadows;
no redundancy.

The main advantages arise from a minimalist design are:






Minimalism is the current trend in web design and not only.
Minimalism guarantees clarity of the key message.
Minimalist website loads faster and can be easily navigated from smartphones, tablets, and
mobile devices.
Minimalism makes website navigation strongly intuitive.
Minimalist website focuses the user interest on the main messages we want to transmit.

One of the key features that make a minimalist website effective is the choice of the images.
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In order to transmit an impressive experience to the users that navigate GrowBot website, a photo
shoot was commissioned to a professional photographer. The first photo shoot deals with the
biological topic addressed by GrowBot, namely climbing plants. Impressive photos of climbing plants
have been selected to make user website experience unforgettable.
In agreement with project progress and result upcoming, the consortium will evaluate further
professional photo shoots in order to properly highlight the achieved results (e.g. prototypes,
experimental setup, events, etc.).
From a contents point of view, GrowBot website has multiple aims:





the promotion of the project, its objectives and partnership;
a periodic update of project progress, results and outcomes;
an online repository for public deliverables;
a wide and effective way to spread dissemination and knowledge transfer activities.

GrowBot website consists of a homepage that gathers the main details of the project (grant
agreement, objectives, principal investigators, upcoming events, the direct link to social channels,
etc.) (Figure 3).

Figure 3. GrowBot homepage.

The main website menu consists of the following tabs:






Home
Project
 Details, the section gathers all project details, principal investigators’ name with the
link to institutional pages, and advisory board list members with links to the personal
pages.
 Openings, the section gathers all the open job positions at consortium institutions
(Figure 4 on the top).
 Events, the section gathers all the events organized by GrowBot consortium.
 Grants, the section gathers all the open calls for grants launched by GrowBot
consortium.
Results, the section gathers the research publications related to GrowBot project.
Gallery, the section gathers the pictures of events organized by GrowBot consortium.
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Press Review, the section gathers a complete list of articles connected with the GrowBot
project (Figure 4 on the bottom).

Figure 4. Screenshots of the GrowBot website, “Openings” and “Press Review” page, on the top and on the
bottom, respectively.

From all the website pages, it is possible to access to the private area for partner use only. The
private area works as a repository area of project documents.
Any partner who wishes to upload materials, news or events to the website has to contact IIT
website team.
This platform will be updated and maintained within and beyond GrowBot project and will be located
on servers managed by IIT.

3.2 Private area
In January (M1), a repository platform was created in the private area of GrowBot website in order to
share all relevant information about the project (Figure 4). The repository is continuously updated
with the documents, information, and details in accordance with the progress of the project.
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All partners can upload materials on the private area but only the administrator (IIT) can modify or
delete documents.

Figure 5. Screenshot of the repository in the private area (for partner use only) of the GrowBot website.

To make the communication easy, focused, and effective, IIT has arranged eight different mailing
lists:









consortium@growbot.eu for sharing information with all the people involved in research
activities of the project;
teamwork@growbot.eu for sharing information with IIT research group;
pi@growbot.eu for sharing information with principal investigators;
ab@growbot.eu for sharing information with the members of the advisory board;
admin@growbot.eu for sharing information with people involved in the administration;
communication@growbot.eu for sharing information about communication activities;
info@growbot.eu for allowing external people to get into contact with GrowBot coordinator;
grants@growbot.eu for collecting information about calls launched by GrowBot project (e.g.
call for ideas, etc.).

3.3 Future features
Within 31 July 2019 (M7), GrowBot website will be endowed with a section dedicated to gather all
open access materials related to GrowBot research activities.

4 Conclusions
This document presents the starting design of the GrowBot website. The current architecture will
evolve during the project reflecting the developments on the GrowBot activities.
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